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Wikimedia France and GLAM : short history

2006 : first contacts → conference with librarians : presentation of Wikipedia
as a tool for education, curation, sharing of knowledge

2008 : first contacts with the French National Library → discussions
about a potential collaboration between Wikisource and Gallica (the 
digitalized library of the BnF)

2009 : partnership with the Vetenary School of Toulouse, to digitalize
and share on Wikisource their old thesis (XIXth century). About 100
thesis are now on Wikisource 

2010 : explosion of GLAM !
* Official partnership with the French National Library : about 
1500 old books on Wikisource and partnership to reuse the
metadata of the Library
* Partnership with the City of Toulouse to make collaboration with
all the cultural institutions. Work with the Museum of Natural 
History
* Organization of the GLAM Conference in Paris (december) :
2 days, about 300 people from GLAM institutions and Wikimedia
movement.



  

Wikimedia France and GLAM : short history (2)

2011 : continue partnerships →
* January : Palace of Versailles, our first « wikimedian in residence »
* Initialization of new partnerships in Toulouse (museum of Art, 
   Museum of Antiquities etc.)
* Workshops in the Centre Pompidou (museum of Modern Art in Paris)
* Proposal for a Freedom of Panorama amendment (rejected)
* Discussions with the French Ministry of Culture
* Co-Organisation of a seminar for student in History of Art

2012 : « industrialization » of the GLAM experience for the institutions
* Develop the sharing of content
* Massive organization of workshop for GLAM people
* Development of a « GLAM toolboox » with documentation, tools 
   oriented for the GLAM institutions, place for discussions and sharing
   Of experience
   



  

GLAM Partnership, example 1 : the French National Library

Principe of the partnership : 
* choose 1,500 old books digitalized for Gallica, the numerical Library, with

less quality of OCR 
* put these books on Wikimedia Commons and Wikisource to experiment

the collaborative correction
* use and reuse as we want the metadata of the French National Library for

the Wikimedia projects

Implementation :
* Several weeks of works for a « BNF Team » (5 volunteers from WMFr) to

upload the files with all the pictures, all the Metadata, and the better quality of
OCR

* Very hard work to communicate with the BNF about the choice of the books,
several problems of Licenses etc.

Results : 
* The content of the french Wikisource was doubled
* Wikimedia France was more recognized by GLAM institutions
* We have the bases for the futures partnerships



  
Example of a book from the French National Library



  

GLAM Partnership, example 2 : the city of Toulouse

Principe of the partnership : 

* We have signed a partnership with the mayor of 
the City (october 2010)

* This partnership allow us to work with all the 
cultural institutions of the city

* We start with two institutions : the Archives of 
Toulouse and the Museum of Natural History of 
Toulouse

* Now we are working with 5 institutions in 
Toulouse 

* We can experiment what we want with the
Institutions, we just discuss with people to invent 
the best way to work together



  

Implementation (for the museum of Natural 
history) :

* We have the right to go with wikimedians 
photographers in the museum's reserves to 
photography the collections

* We work with scientifics and curators of the museum 
to have the better 
description of the material

* We take photographies in very-high resolution

* Wikimedians upload the content in Wikimedia 
Commons and help the dissemination in the differents 
Wikimedia projects

* 2 years after the beginning, we have more than 
1,000 photographies uploaded in Wikimedia Commons, 
the museum was asked by other museums about the 
collections to make exhibitions in other countries, and 
the employees of the Museum ask us to learn how to 
contribute to Wikipedia



  



  

Our GLAM approach :

* Being very « open » about the problematic of the institutions

* Giving the essential tools and training to be independant 

* Promote the best quality of content for the Wikimedia projects : it is 
the image of the institution all around the World ! 
Mostly, the WP article has more views than the official website of the 
institution.

* Training people of the institutions to become real contributors. Not to 
have a student or a volunteer for few months to contribute to Wikipedia, 
but integrate the contribution in their work for popularization of science

* Never fix the goals before beginning the partnership : we don't know if 
the wikimedians will be active in the project, the institution don't know if 
their employees will be active in the projetc. We write and sign the 
partnership when we have a good vision of the realization. 

* We accept to sign official partnerships if the GLAM institution need it, if 
they don't need it, we don't sign. The partnership is just for the 
communication : everybody can contribute to the Wikimedia Projects 
without official partnership.

 



  

Thank you !

Contact me : 

adrienne.alix@wikimedia.fr
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